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Hand Control - Right

Front Back

1. Autofocus (Exposure Reading) and Shutter Release Mode. To change the shooting 
mode, hold down Button 1 until the Red LED is switched on (15 sec.).
2. Photo Shoot:
	 Mode 1: When you press the button you have the autofocus, when you release the 
	 	 button you will have the shoot (Default Setting).
	 Mode 2: When you press the button first you have the autofocus and then the 			
shoot. (If the lens is already in focus you will have the direct shoot).  
In Video Mode, starts or ends the Video Recording (REC).
3. This Button Starts or Ends the Video Recording (REC), also in Photo Mode.  
The following buttons are enabled in Manual Mode (M). The mode selection must be 
done before inserting the camera into the Housing. If you choose another mode, only 
manually set functions are available. If you use the Camera in Video Mode, you will be 
able to switch video modes. 
	 4. Aperture -   

5. Aperture + 
6. Shutter Speed - 

	 7. Shutter Speed + 

 

  

Right Hand Control

10. On / Off electronic board (to switch on press once, to switch off hold down about 
3 seconds until the board is switched off). The camera will go in Standby limiting the 
power consumption. 

          

8. ISO +
9. ISO -

S1 | S1R | S1H | S5 | GH5s | GH5 | G9

Mattia Fontana
With S1 and S1R, it is necessary to Remove the Rubber Protection of the Camera's Viewfinder, 
to allow the correct closure of the housing.

Mattia Fontana
Press the buttons 4,5,6,7,8,9 once to change by one step. Keep pressed to quickly change the chosen parameter.
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Hand Control - Left
Back Front

Left Hand Control
1. Autofocus Video Mode (Keep Hold until the lens find the focus). 
2. In Video Mode, starts or ends the Video Recording (REC).

3. Change Video Mode:
	 - Video Mode A/S/P/M.

 
 
Set the Resolution and the Quality in Video Mode.7. 

 

8. P-Style Button, change Preset Filters (Black and White, Natural, Vivid Colors,   
ecc...).
9. Change Preset  White Balance (Auto | Incandescent | Fluorescent | Direct Sunlight 
| Flash | Cloundy | Shade).

10. On / Off electronic board (to switch on press once, to switch off hold down about 
3 seconds until the board is switched off). The camera will go in Standby limiting the 
power consumption.


                  

4. Focus Area Mode. Press the button to scroll through the available options.
5. In Preset WB Custom, press the button to acquire WB in Manual.
6. Focus point shift (9 positions, press to scroll).

S1 | S1R | S1H | S5 | GH5s | GH5 | G9
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